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We want to tell your story in the most honest and authentic 
way possible. This means standing back when needed to 
allow the moments to unfold naturally. Obviously it is 
impossible to be completely invisible — but why would we 
want to be?  

We love mingling with guests and being a part of your day. 
It’s not our style to go telling people where to stand or what 
to do. The best weddings are the ones where everyone is 
feeling relaxed and enjoying the occasion.

At some point we may ask to take you off somewhere 
alone for 5 to 10 minutes, along with the photographer, 
to capture some moments of you both together. 
Usually we just let you do your thing but we are also 
happy to make suggestions.
 
We often have a lot of fun with our couples when 
creating these shots.  There will be no awkwardness, 
this will be a good moment for you to smell the roses a 
little and take it all in before returning to your guests. 
However, we’d love to discuss what suits you best 
beforehand.
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Thank you so much for showing interest in what we do.  We are two friends who met each other whilst studying a 
documentary filmmaking course at uni. Not wanting to get the usual student jobs we started filming weddings. 

At the time – 2007 – wedding videos were nothing but a cheese-fest. We realised wedding videos could be made 
differently; we could use the skills to craft the moments and emotions of a wedding day into a beautiful and compelling 
story. 
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It makes us happiest to see you have a laid back, relaxed 
and enjoyable experience with your friends and family. This 
way we will have many magical moments to capture and a 
wonderful story to tell. It is the laughter, the tears, the 
hugs, the smiles and the words shared between people that 
truly make a wedding special.

And remember to let us know if you plan on exchanging 
some words via a card or letter on the morning of your 
wedding.  It is by capturing all the little but significant 
things like this that we are able to create an emotional 
story that you will cherish, treasure and reminisce over.

We prefer to tell a story of you wedding as opposed to 
create a long drawn out 3-5 hour wedding video. We do 
this through our 20 minute stories, an examples of 
which can be viewed at the link below. 

In addition to the wedding story, we also offer the 
option to have your full ceremony and full speeches 
produced in a real time documentary edit.

See sample films at www.ignitefilms.co.uk/samples

http://www.ignitefilms.co.uk/samples
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Rendering

Colour Grading

Audio Mixing

FoleyChecking Edit

Graphics Speech selection Music selection

Clip cuttingStory timeline

Your “i do’s”

Your story

A chat/skype Offloading
Tripple backup
including online

Your booking

Messages Service

SyncingSpeeches

Any extras

Render

-the edit-

Authoring
usb/discs

Packaging

Wooden engraved usb 
box or discs cases.

We may need to visit 
your rehearsal/venue.
Then we storyboard.

Optional Edits Internet Sharing Final backups

Copywrite

-Extra-
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Checking

Your Film

We craft stories and take great care with our work, it takes time but we create films that you will want to watch again and again. 
Below shows a basic overview of what we do after the wedding, and that's before storyboarding, planning and any visits we may 
be prior to your big day. Filming and producing a wedding film involves more than you may think! 
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“Just watched our wedding films properly and oh my god!!! 
We're so, so chuffed with what you've done. You really captured 
our personalities and the quality of the film is really incredible.”

 - Natasha & Sam

“Just to say a massive Thank you again for sending over the films 
and discs they were packaged so beautifully and the film is just 
so incredible!!! We cant thank you and Andy enough for all your 
hard work, we are so happy we picked you to create our film as it 
is beyond amazing and so happy we have it to keep and look back 
on the best day of our lives!! :-)”

- Sarah & James

“We have both been so wonderfully overwhelmed by what you have 
produced!! It is truly amazing and we could never have expected 
something like this to be so current, fresh and amazingly caring of 
all the little details of our day. You have no idea how pleased we 
both are that we found you, met you and had the pleasure of you 
capturing our day.” 

– Kate & Dale

“I have to let you know the wedding film is going down a storm! We 
have had tears of emotion, some of the from hysterical laughter and 
some from emotions.”

- S-J & Pete
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Before we begin with our most popular option please 
remember we can customise your film to your needs. Every 
wedding is as unique as you so the ‘Full Story’ option from 
us is just the starting block.

We are not clock watchers, we are storytellers and it’s our 
mission to make the most special film possible — but don’t 
worry if this slips a little! If there’s something worth staying for 
then we’re happy to stay.  It’s always the two of us that film, edit 
and meet you to discuss the day. 
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- 20 minute cinematic story
- Keith & Andy as your filmmakers
- Extended full day coverage*
- Delivered on USB in luxury custom wooden box
- Upto 4 cameras

- £1, 600

We weave together all the magical moments 
and heartfelt words to tell the full story of 
your wedding.

This is more than a recollection of your day, 
we craft together a narrative style story full 
of emotion, elation and meaning.

Its always filmed by Keith & Andy who may 
use upto 4 cameras.  Our coverage starts 1½ 
hours before ceremony starts. All the way 
through untill an hour after the the first 
dance*.

Cant make up your mind? Don’t worry lets talk 
about your day, we always like to meet — or 
Skype — before hand and if possible join you 
at your rehearsal or just to see your venue.
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Every wedding is unique and everyone has different 
requirements and priorities. Therefore your investment 
for your wedding story is subject to many variables. 

We really do like to meet you before hand or even before 
you book and in addition we like to send you relevant 
samples that could help you decide if we are not only 
right for you but may help with your wedding planning. 

If you want more samples of our films then visit our 
website or request one via email. If you have any further 
questions  then please do get in touch.

We are both really honoured that you are considering 
having us onboard. We really are privileged to have the 
opportunity to meet and create with so many interesting 
people. If you would like to go ahead - great news - the 
process is pretty simple! 

Please drop us an email and we will send you a booking 
form. The deposit is 25% with the rest payable 1 month 
prior to your big day. If your wedding is outside the UK we 
will charge a one off fee which will be priced up on a case 
by case basis so that we can cover flights, accommodation, 
transfer fees and basic subsistence on non-wedding days. 
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Thinking of an elopement? They are quite simply amazing! It gives us that warm fuzzy feeling to be a part of such a special and 
unique moment. 

In the past we have also been requested to film:
- Elopements (UK & destination)
- Proposals (UK & destination)
- Save the date
- Pre wedding couples film (UK & destination)
These prices are on request; so please get in touch.
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Documentary full service (church)

Documentary full service (other)

Documentary full speeches 

Documentary full first dance

Instagram edit (50 - 59 seconds)

Internet trailer cut (3 - 5 mins)

Aerial cinematography

Guest messages

Blu-ray 

DVD

Luxury family usb pack (6 USBs)
(2 large luxury wooden usb box & 4 small 
luxury wooden usb box)

Luxury custom wooden usb box

Raw files

Extended early filming

Extended late filming

*Minimum order of 2.

£225

£200

£200

£100

£150

£250

£450

£500

£20*

£20*

£280

£140

£500

£100ph

£70ph

Customise your film further with these options. Guest 
messages are a commonly requested extra where we 
stay that bit later and film your guests somewhere 
quiet to leave messages of luck and personal 
memories. This is all mixed into your evening 
entertainment and is often one of the most 
sentimental parts of your day.   
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